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The menu of Lee's Chinese Food from Ventura includes 15 dishes. On average, dishes or drinks on the menu
cost about $10.7. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about Lee's Chinese Food:
very good eating I go there at least twice in the week. I recommend her meat brokkoli and chicken brokkoli. when

it comes to chicken broccoli, I encourage everyone to try it with the brown sauce used in the bark bread
cruciform. read more. In pleasant weather you can even be served in the outdoor area. What User doesn't like

about Lee's Chinese Food:
I was very disappointed. it used to be really delicious fresh. my experience was less than rest. rice was very dry

and salty one of the sauces was watery. I could go one! sad I'm done, that's not the first time in the last few
years. I was hoping. read more. Lee's Chinese Food The accomplished Asian fusion cuisine will thrill you, the

perfect balance of traditional dishes and exciting new creations will amaze!, and you can look forward to the fine
classic seafood cuisine. As a rule, most meals are prepared quickly for you and served, Many guests show

especially their enthusiasm for the versatile, fine Chinese cuisine.
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Appet�er�
6 FRIED CHICKEN WINGS $4.0

Seafoo�
HONEY WALNUT SHRIMP $15.0

Starter�
SESAME CHICKEN

Sichua� dishe�
ORANGE CHICKEN

Soup an� Sala�
CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP $8.5

Famil� Styl� Dinner
FAMILY DINNER A FOR 2 $25.9

Soup
HOT AND SOUR SOUP SMALL $4.0

HOT AND SOUR SOUP LARGE $7.0

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

BROCCOLI

SHRIMPS

BEEF
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